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the black smoke shenron was first mentioned in the episode dragon ball gt and was first seen in the episode dragon ball z. it is a seven-headed, dark and mysterious creature with the power to absorb any energy the shenron uses to grant wishes. it can be fought with the dragon ball of black smoke, and it can absorb any energy
shenron uses to grant a wish. as a result of this, the dragon balls of the original seven are in their full power, and it is the only dragon ball that can grant a wish that is not capped at 100. it was defeated when all seven dragon balls were held in place by the ultra-jumping ki of future trunks, and when goku obtained all seven dragon
balls, he made a wish for them to fuse into one, which completely absorbed the black smoke shenron. this ended the threat of black smoke shenron. in the anime, in the episode dragon ball gt , it is revealed that, due to an extreme power level, shenron can grant up to a 100 wishes. however, the power of shenron is so strong that

there is a limit to the amount of energy that can be granted, which is in turn limited by the total energy collected by the dragon balls. in order to prevent this from happening, the dragon balls absorb the energy created by the wishes granted by shenron, however, when the dragon balls are used to grant a wish, a dark energy
known as the "dragon rage" is created as a result of absorbing the wish-granting energy. the dragon balls are only capable of absorbing up to 20% of the dragon rage, and are therefore affected by the dragon rage if it is too strong. if the dragon rage is strong enough, the dragon balls explode and release an incredible amount of

energy, which is enough to destroy an entire planet (however, the energy required to destroy a planet is far less than the energy released by the dragon balls).
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in the manga, beerus says that he "accidentally" threw away the dragon balls after blowing up frieza's planet. this, however, contradicts the dragon ball manga, where the dragon balls are not thrown away by beerus, but simply forgotten about. the dragon balls have the ability to grant the summoner's wish in any universe, provided the
summoner has the right words for the wish. if the dragon balls were spread out all over the universe, it would take a very long time to collect all of them. however, the future warrior has been shown to be capable of collecting all of the dragon balls in one matter of minutes, with the only exception being the super dragon balls, which are so

powerful they cannot be collected, and the black-star dragon balls, which only appear when the dragon balls are scattered across the universe. the future warrior also has the ability to travel between universes, but only by special means. the dragon balls are also a great source of power. in the instant transmission game on the dragon ball z kai,
goku was able to use the dragon balls to increase his power and use the "super potions" he used to overcome kuririn and turn him into a super saiyan by altering his dragon radar to instead track the balls. in dragon ball super, goku was able to use the dragon balls to cast a powerful energy attack, allowing him to defeat a super namekian. in
dragon ball xenoverse 2 when a new energy source was discovered, goku called the dragon balls to increase his power. in the dragon ball z anime, goku says that using the dragon balls is like playing a game of chance, with the odds of success being 100%, and they can be used to control the universe. however, in dragon ball gt it was shown

that if the original 5 dragon balls are together, they are required to summon shenron for the second wish, and there is no way to summon shenron without them. as such, it is possible to control the universe by using the dragon balls, and even complete feats that would require the use of time-space continuum travel. 5ec8ef588b
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